Introduction {#s1}
============

Eukaryotic cells produce mRNA in the nucleus through a series of events including 5' capping, 3'-end processing and splicing, which are coupled with transcription. Once these processes are complete, mRNA is exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm where it can be translated to generate proteins. Nxf1 (also known as TAP) is the key mRNA export receptor, which only binds processed mRNA. Upon completion of mRNA processing, Nxf1 is recruited to the mRNA along with the TREX complex to promote the nuclear export the mRNA. The nuclear export adaptor ALYREF, a subunit of the TREX complex, plays a critical role in integrating the signals provided by mRNA processing and in triggering nuclear export receptor Nxf1 loading for the export of the target mRNAs ([@bib14]; [@bib29]; [@bib39]). ALYREF-Nxf1 interaction provides a mark on mRNA to signify that nuclear RNA-processing events are complete, and the processed mRNA is ready for export to the cytoplasm. Several other proteins have also been implicated as nuclear export adaptors, including the shuttling SR (serine- and arginine-rich) proteins 9G8, SRp20 and SRSF1 ([@bib13]). However, it remains unclear how these nuclear export adaptors interact with different classes of mRNAs to achieve sequence-specific, stimulus-dependent export of target transcripts.

Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling regulates the expression of chemokines and cytokines at both transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels ([@bib1]). Cytokine and chemokine mRNAs have short half-lives because of conserved cis-elements in their three prime untranslated regions (3' UTRs). Much effort has been devoted to understand how the conserved cis-elements within the 3' UTR can be recognized by RNA-binding proteins (including SRSF1) that function to mediate mRNA decay ([@bib8]; [@bib20]; [@bib22]; [@bib28]). Nevertheless, whether and how cytokine and chemokine mRNAs are regulated during nuclear export in response to TLR stimulation is unknown. TLRs transduce signals through the adaptor molecule MyD88 and IL-1R-associated kinase (IRAK) family members, including IRAK1, IRAK2 and IRAK4 ([@bib15]). IRAK4 is the upstream kinase of IRAK1 and IRAK2 ([@bib17]; [@bib27]). IRAK1 is necessary for TAK1-dependent NFκB activation for the transcription of chemokines and cytokines ([@bib6]; [@bib36]). IRAK2 is an atypical kinase that mediates posttranscriptional regulation of inflammatory transcripts. Deletion of IRAK2 impairs the production of inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in macrophages in response to TLR stimulation ([@bib30]; [@bib37]) without affecting transcription of inflammatory genes. However, the precise mechanism by which IRAK2 controls the posttranscriptional regulation of inflammatory cytokine and chemokine production is an evolving area of investigation.

Here, we report that LPS induces IRAK2 nuclear localization to facilitate nuclear export of a subset of inflammatory mRNAs (including *Cxcl1*, *Tnf* and *Cxcl2*) to the cytosol for protein translation. IRAK2 kinase activity is required for LPS-induced RanBP2-mediated IRAK2 sumoylation, which facilitates IRAK2 nuclear translocation. By array analysis, we identified an SRSF1-binding motif enriched selectively in mRNA targets dependent on IRAK2 for nuclear export. IRAK2 phosphorylates SRSF1 and thereby reduces SRSF1 binding to the target mRNAs. On the other hand, SRSF1 knockdown resulted in increased nuclear export of the target mRNAs. Importantly, LPS induced the interaction of IRAK2 with the nuclear export factors ALYREF and Nxf1 recruiting them to the target mRNAs. While the depletion of SRSF1 allowed nuclear export adaptor ALYREF binding to the target mRNAs, LPS/IRAK2-induced recruitment of nuclear export receptor Nxf1 to the target transcripts was abolished by the knockdown of ALYREF. Thus, SRSF1-mediated nuclear sequestration of target mRNAs might be achieved by blocking the binding of ALYREF and Nxf1 to the mRNAs. Taken together, our results suggest that while SRSF1 binding renders target mRNAs sensitive for nuclear export, LPS promotes a nuclear function of IRAK2 that mediates the removal of SRSF1 and facilitates the assembly of nuclear export machinery to export the inflammatory mRNAs to the cytosol for protein translation.

Results {#s2}
=======

LPS induced IRAK2 modification and nuclear translocation {#s2-1}
--------------------------------------------------------

We and others have previously reported that IRAK2 plays a critical role in the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in response to TLR stimulation. However, the detailed molecular mechanism is not completely understood. IRAK2 is an atypical kinase due to the amino acid substitution of key catalytic residues (Asp -\> Asn^333^; Asp -\>His^351^ [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which is supported by the demonstration of catalytic activities of atypical kinases such as KSR2 ([@bib4]) and CASK ([@bib23]). The recombinant wild-type IRAK2 as well as IRAK2 mutants (ATP-binding site mutant KK235AA and catalytic site mutant H351A) were purified by using a bacterial expression system. While the purified recombinant wild-type IRAK2 was able to autophosphorylate and phosphorylate myelin basic protein (MBP), the IRAK2 mutants (KK235AA and H351A) displayed minimum activity ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Wild-type IRAK2, but not IRAK2 kinase-inactive mutants (ATP-binding site mutant KK235AA; catalytic site mutants H351A and N333A), restored LPS-mediated induction of inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in IRAK2-deficient bone marrow-derived macrophages ([Figure 1C and E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the kinase activity of IRAK2 is necessary for ligand-induced pro-inflammatory gene expression. To further investigate the role of IRAK2 in LPS-induced inflammatory gene expression, we recently generated IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin mice in which the ATP-binding site was mutated (KK235AA, [Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). LPS-induced production of inflammatory cytokines and chemokines was greatly reduced in the macrophages from IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin mice compared to that of the wild-type control mice ([Figure 1D and F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![IRAK2 kinase activity is required for LPS-induced IRAK2 nuclear translocation.\
(**A**) A structural model of the catalytic site of IRAK2 kinase domain was created on a web-based molecular modeling server ([@bib2]), using the crystal structure of the IRAK4 KD segment (PDB 2OID) as a template (left). (**B**) In vitro kinase assay of purified recombinant mouse His-flag tagged IRAK2 WT, KK235AA and H351A mutants using myelin basic protein (MBP) as a substrate. (**C**) IRAK2-deficient macrophages restored with IRAK2 WT, KK235AA, H351A, N333A or empty vector were treated with LPS for 6 hr, followed by ELISA for CXCL1 and TNF levels in the supernatant. Western blot analysis for the expression of the transfected constructs are shown in (**E-D**) Wild-type (WT) and IRAK2 kinase-inactive (KI) BMDMs were treated with LPS for 6 hr, followed by ELISA for CXCL1 and TNF levels in the supernatant. (**E**) Lysates made from cells described in (**C**) were analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. (**F**) Cytoplasmic and nuclear extracts from WT and IRAK2 KI BMDMs treated with LPS for the indicated times were analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. The experiments were repeated five times with similar results. (**G**) Confocal imaging of HeLa cells transiently transfected with FLAG-tagged IRAK2 WT, KK235AA, H351A, N333A, NLS mutant and IRAK1-RFP (a negative control). For Flag-tagged construct, immunostaining was performed with anti-FLAG (green) on the transfected cells. Nuclei were stained with DAPI in blue. Fluorescence intensity was quantified in the nucleus versus the whole cell of 50 expressing cells and analyzed by Student's t test. Bar graph shows the percentage of fluorescent signal in the nucleus in expressing cells. Data represent mean ± SEM; \*p\<0.05 by Student's t test.\
10.7554/eLife.29630.008Figure 1---source data 1.The numerical data for the graphs in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.(**A**) for [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) for [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. (**C**) for [Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-29630-fig1){#fig1}

Notably, IRAK2 is modified in bone marrow-derived macrophages in response to LPS stimulation ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Wild-type IRAK2, but not IRAK2 kinase-inactive mutants (ATP-binding site mutant KK235AA; catalytic site mutants H351A and N333A), restored IRAK2 modification in IRAK2-deficient bone marrow-derived macrophages ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we found that the modified form of IRAK2 was translocated into the nucleus in a ligand-dependent manner ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Immunofluorescent staining showed that IRAK2 ATP-binding site mutant KK235AA and catalytic site mutants (H351A and N333A), failed to translocate into the nucleus, suggesting that IRAK2 kinase activity is important for its nuclear translocation ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In support of this, LPS-induced IRAK2 nuclear translocation was abolished in the macrophages from IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin mice ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, not only LPS stimulation leads to IRAK2 modification and nuclear localization, endogenous TLR4 ligand oxidized low-density lipoprotein (ox-LDL), TLR7 ligand R848 and TLR9 ligand CpGB stimulation can also induce IRAK2 modification and subsequent nuclear translocation ([Figure 1---figure supplement 4](#fig1s4){ref-type="fig"}).

Nuclear localization signal (NLS) is a short peptide motif that mediates the nuclear import of proteins by binding to importin complex. We identified a putative NLS in the IRAK2 kinase domain (Aa 357--366: HPDNKKTKYT), which was mutated by substituting the three lysine residues (K361, K362 and K364) with alanines. Immunofluorescent staining showed that the IRAK2 NLS mutant indeed failed to translocate into the nucleus ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}). IRAK2 NLS mutant also failed to restore LPS-induced inflammatory cytokine and chemokine production in IRAK2-deficient macrophages ([Figure 1C and E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that IRAK2 nuclear translocation is required for IRAK2-mediated inflammatory gene expression. While we showed that modified IRAK2 was translocated into the nucleus ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), IRAK2 NLS mutant failed to be modified ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), implicating a critical link between IRAK2 nuclear translocation and modification.

RanBP2-mediated IRAK2 sumoylation is required for its nuclear translocation {#s2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

We then investigated how LPS induced IRAK2 nuclear translocation. Mass spectrometry (MS) analysis showed that IRAK2 interacts with importin-β ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}), and co-immunoprecipitation experiment implicates the formation of IRAK2-RanBP2 complex ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). While importin-β is one of the transport receptor mediating translocation of molecules into the cell nucleus, RanBP2 is a major nucleoporin that extends cytoplasmic filaments from the nuclear pore complex and contains phenylalanine--glycine repeats that bind nuclear transport receptors of the importin beta family ([@bib34]; [@bib38]). Interestingly, we found that IRAK2 ATP-binding site mutant KK235AA and catalytic site mutants H351A/N333A retained the interaction with importin-β, whereas NLS mutant failed to form a complex with importin-β ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the IRAK2 kinase activity is not required for IRAK2's NLS to engage the importin complex. On the other hand, IRAK2 KK235AA and H351A/N333A kinase-inactive mutants and as well as NLS mutant lost interaction with RanBP2 ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). It has been reported that LPS stimulation induces the phosphorylation of IRAK2 at S136 and T140 ([@bib31]). We found that mutation at these two phosphorylation sites (IRAK2 S136A/T140A double mutant) abolished LPS-induced interaction of IRAK2 with RanBP2 and its nuclear localization ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}), although the IRAK2 S136A/T140A double mutant still retained the interaction with importin-β. These findings suggest that the activation of IRAK2 may result in auto-phosphorylation at S136A and T140A, which in turn mediates the interaction with RanBP2. In support of this, it is indeed the modified form of IRAK2 was specifically co-immunoprecipitated by RanBP2 ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the phos-tag gel electrophoresis confirmed that the phosphorylated IRAK2 preferentially binds to RanBp2 ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}).

![RanBP2 mediates LPS-induced IRAK2 sumoylation.\
(**A**) HeLa cells transiently transfected with FLAG-tagged IRAK2 WT, KK235AA, H351A, N333A and NLS mutant (K361/362/364A) followed by immunoprecipitation (IP) with anti-FLAG antibody and analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. (**B**) Wild-type (WT) and IRAK2 kinase inactive (KI) BMDMs were treated with LPS for indicated times, followed by immunoprecipitation (IP) with anti-IRAK2 antibody and analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. (**C**) WT and IRAK2 KI BMDMs were treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by immunoprecipitation (IP) with anti-IRAK2 antibody under the denaturing condition (0.1% SDS in the lysis buffer) and analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. (**D**) HeLa cells transiently transfected with FLAG-tagged IRAK2 WT, K123R, K182R, K592R and K123/182/592R mutant followed by immunoprecipitation (IP) with anti-FLAG antibody under the denaturing condition (0.1% SDS in the lysis buffer) and analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. (**E**) Confocal imaging of HeLa cells transiently transfected with FLAG-tagged IRAK2 WT and K123/182/592R. Immunostaining was performed with anti-FLAG (green) on the transfected cells. Nuclei were stained with DAPI in blue. Fluorescence intensity was quantified in the nucleus versus the whole cell of 50 expressing cells and analyzed by Student's t test. Bar graph shows the percentage of fluorescent signal in the nucleus in expressing cells. Data represent mean ± SD; \*p\<0.05. (**F--G**) In vitro sumoylation assay using purified recombinant Aos1/Uba2 (E1), UBC9 (E2), RanBP2~RB3-4~ (E3), SUMO1 and IRAK2 WT and IRAK2 K123/182/592R, following by western blot analysis with anti-IRAK2 antibody. RanBP2 was detected by western blot prior to the reaction using anti-His antibody. IRAK2 was sumoylated in vitro, followed by incubation with Ulp1 (1 unit and 5 unit) for 30 min (**G**). (**H**) Control (non-targeting siRNA) and RanBP2 knockdown (KD, with RanBP2 siRNA) macrophages were treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by immunoprecipitation (IP) with anti-IRAK2 antibody and analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies.(**I**) Cytoplasmic and nuclear extracts from Control (non-targeting siRNA) and RanBP2 knockdown (KD, with RanBP2 siRNA) treated with LPS for indicated times were analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. The experiments were repeated for five times with similar results. Data represent mean ± SEM; \*p\<0.05 by Student's t test.\
10.7554/eLife.29630.017Figure 2---source data 1.The numerical data for the graphs in [Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-29630-fig2){#fig2}

Notably, the C-terminal of RanBP2 carries an active SUMO E3 ligase domain, which was shown to modulate cytoplasmic and nuclear transport of macromolecules ([@bib24]). The modified IRAK2 band induced by LPS stimulation was about 20 kDa bigger than the unmodified IRAK2. Sumoylation typically gives rise to a 20 KD size shift in the SDS-PAGE gel, even though it is only 11 KD in molecular mass ([@bib32]). Importantly, IRAK2 is characterized as a sumoylated protein in recent proteomics study ([@bib18]). Thus, we hypothesized that IRAK2 is sumoylated upon LPS stimulation via its interaction with RanBP2, which might play an important role in IRAK2 nuclear translocation. LPS stimulation indeed induced the interaction between IRAK2 and RanBP2 ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We found LPS-induced IRAK2-RanBP2 interaction was abolished in the macrophages from IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin mice ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), confirming that the kinase activity of IRAK2 is required for its interaction with RanBP2. Furthermore, SUMO1 was detected in IRAK2 immunoprecipitates under denaturing condition, these results indicate that IRAK2 is conjugated by SUMO1 in response to LPS stimulation ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with the fact that IRAK2 kinase-inactive mutant failed to interact with RanBP2, LPS-induced IRAK2 sumoylation was abolished in the macrophages from IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin mice ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To identify the critical lysine residues required for sumoylation, the lysine residues in the sumoylation consensus sequence (ψKxE) were mutated to arginines. IRAK2 K123/182/592R triple mutant lost sumoylation, and failed to translocate into the nucleus ([Figure 2D--E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2---figure supplement 4](#fig2s4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that IRAK2 sumoylation plays an essential role for IRAK2 nuclear translocation.

To determine whether RanBP2 is the E3 ligase for IRAK2, we performed in vitro sumoylation assay using purified recombinant Aos1/Uba2 (E1), UBC9 (E2), RanBP2 (E3), and SUMO1. By in vitro sumoylation assay, we found that wild-type IRAK2 was sumoylated, whereas the K123/182/592R triple mutant failed to be modified ([Figure 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2---figure supplement 5](#fig2s5){ref-type="fig"}). The modified form of IRAK2 disappeared after treatment with SUMO-specific isopeptidase Ulp1, confirming the observed modification of IRAK2 was indeed due to sumoylation ([Figure 2G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the interaction between IRAK2 and RanBP2/SUMO1 was also sensitive to Ulp1 treatment ([Figure 2---figure supplement 6](#fig2s6){ref-type="fig"}). To further assess the importance of RanBP2 in LPS-induced IRAK2 modification, RanBP2 was knocked down in macrophages. LPS-induced IRAK2 sumoylation was abolished in the absence of RanBP2, confirming that RanBP2 is the E3 ligase for IRAK2 sumoylation ([Figure 2H](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Co-immunoprecipitation experiment showed that the sumoylated form of IRAK2 preferentially binds to RanBP2 ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, LPS-induced IRAK2 nuclear translocation was abolished in RanBP2 knock-down cells, supporting the critical role of IRAK2 sumoylation for its nuclear translocation ([Figure 2I](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2---figure supplement 3](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}).

IRAK2 mediates nuclear export of mRNAs of inflammatory genes {#s2-3}
------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated the functional importance of IRAK2 in the nucleus. Notably, IRAK2 is required for the posttranscriptional regulation of inflammatory genes in response to LPS stimulation ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}; \[[@bib30]\]). The subdivision of eukaryotic cells into nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments enables spatial separation of transcription and translation. We hypothesized that LPS-induced IRAK2 nuclear localization may facilitate nuclear export of the inflammatory mRNAs to cytosol for translation after their transcription in the nucleus. To test this hypothesis, we isolated nuclear and cytoplasmic RNA from untreated and LPS-treated wild-type and IRAK2-deficient macrophages, followed by array analysis. We identified a group of mRNAs (including *Cxcl1*, *Tnf* and *Cxcl2*) accumulated in the nucleus in the absence of IRAK2, suggesting that IRAK2 is required for the exportation of these mRNAs ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). The same mRNAs (including *Cxcl1*, *Tnf* and *Cxcl2*) were also accumulated in the nucleus of IRAK2 kinase inactive macrophages, suggesting that the kinase activity of IRAK2 is required for the exportation of these mRNAs ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To identify the potential role of RNA-binding proteins in IRAK2-mediated regulation of mRNA nuclear export, we applied RNA-READ motif scanner, a regression-based framework which searches for previously defined RNA cis-motifs ([@bib25]) whose involvement in the regression significantly improves the fitting to the data than ones based on the background distribution of the sequence alone (Materials and methods). As a result, we found that the binding sites of SRSF1 (KGRWGSM, K: G/U; R:G/A; W:A/U; S:G/C; M:A/C) are significantly enriched in the 3'UTRs of the positive set (LPS-induced mRNAs that were accumulated in the nucleus of IRAK2-deficient macrophages compared to that in wild-type macrophages) versus the negative set (LPS-induced mRNAs whose cytosol/nuclear distribution in the macrophages was not affected by IRAK2 deficiency), and this motif significantly improves the fitting to the data than ones based on the background distribution (Likelihood ratio test p-value\<0.0004) ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![IRAK2 mediates nuclear export of mRNAs of pro-inflammatory genes.\
(**A**) Heatmap showing the cytosolic and nuclear abundance of selected transcripts that require IRAK2 for nuclear export in response to LPS stimulation. Affymetrix microarray was performed to analyze the total mRNAs isolated from the cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of 3 pairs of WT and IRAK2 knockout (KO) BMDMs treated with LPS for the indicated times. Transcripts-induced by LPS in the nuclei of both WT and KO cells were further ranked based on an index (I) that measures the impact of IRAK2 deficiency on transcript nuclear retention (See Materials and methods section). Scaled expression levels of transcripts encoding pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines are shown from blue to red, indicating low to high expression. (**B**) Total mRNAs isolated from the cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of WT, IRAK2 KO and IRAK2 kinase-inactive (KI) BMDMs treated with LPS for the indicated times were subjected to RT-PCR analyses. (**C**) RNA-READ motif scanner, a regression-based framework which searches for previously defined RNA cis-motif was performed and the binding sites of SRSF1 (KGRWGSM, K: G/U; R:G/A; W:A/U; S:G/C; M:A/C) are significantly enriched in the 3'UTRs of the positive set versus the negative set (Materials and methods). (**D**) Confocal imaging of PLA (proximity ligation assay) signal of Hela cells transfected with HA-tagged SRSF1 together with FLAG-tagged IRAK2 WT, KK235AA, NLS mutant (K361/362/364A) and Sumo mutant (K123/182/592R). Mouse anti-HA and Rabbit anti-FLAG antibody were used for the proximity ligation assay. Green dots present PLA positive signal indicating the interaction of IRAK2 with SRSF1. Bar graph shows the percentage of PLA positive cells analyzed by Student's t test. \*p\<0.05. Western blot analysis of Hela cells transfected with HA-tagged SRSF1 together with FLAG-tagged IRAK2 WT, KK235AA, NLS mutant (K361/362/364A) and Sumo mutant (K123/182/592R) with the indicated antibody. (**E**) Phosphorylation of SRSF1 by IRAK2 was assessed by in vitro kinase assay using recombinant IRAK2 and SRSF1. (**F**) WT and IRAK2 KI BMDMs treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by immunoprecipitation (IP) with anti-SRSF1 antibody under denaturing condition (0.1% SDS in the lysis buffer) and analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. (**G**) WT, IRAK2 KO and IRAK2 KI BMDMs were treated with LPS for indicated times, followed by RNA immunoprecipitation with anti-SRSF1 antibody and RT-PCR analyses of the indicated mRNAs. The presented are the relative values normalized against IgG control (Materials and methods). The experiments were repeated for five times with similar results. Data represent mean ± SEM; \*p\<0.05 by Student's t test.\
10.7554/eLife.29630.024Figure 3---source data 1.The numerical data for the graphs in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.(**A**) for [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) for [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. (**C**) for [Figure 3G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-29630-fig3){#fig3}

SRSF1, also known as SF2/ASF is a serine- and arginine-rich protein, which plays important roles in mRNA metabolism. We hypothesized that the impact of IRAK2 on the nuclear exportation of the mRNAs (enriched with SRSF1-binding motifs) might be through IRAK2-mediated modulation on SRSF1. Interestingly, we detected SRSF1-IRAK2 interaction in the nucleus by duo-link assay ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 3](#fig3s3){ref-type="fig"}), which was abolished for IRAK2 kinase-inactive and sumoylation mutants. Furthermore, IRAK2 was able to phosphorylate SRSF1 in the in vitro kinase assay ([Figure 3E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In support of this, we found that LPS indeed induced SRSF1 serine/threonine phosphorylation, which was diminished in IRAK2-kinase-inactive nucleus ([Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Previous studies have shown that SRSF1 binds RNA in its hypo-phosphorylated form ([@bib26]; [@bib35]), suggesting that IRAK2-mediated SRSF1 phosphorylation probably drives the dissociation of SRSF1 from the mRNA targets, promoting their nuclear export. By RNA immunoprecipitation, we indeed found that SRSF1-bound transcripts (*Cxcl1* and *Tnf*) were increased in IRAK2-deficient and IRAK2-kinase-inactive macrophages compared to that in wild-type cells ([Figure 3G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 4](#fig3s4){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results suggest that IRAK2 may directly phosphorylate SRSF1 in the nucleus in response to LPS stimulation, which facilitates the dissociation of SRSF1 from the LPS-induced transcripts, and the subsequent nuclear export of these mRNAs. Notably, SRSF1 also plays a critical role in regulating genes that are constitutively expressed, such as *Ctnnb1* (β-catenin) ([@bib10]). Interestingly, SRSF1-bound transcript *Ctnnb1* was not affected by either LPS stimulation or IRAK2 deficiency ([Figure 3G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that IRAK2 may only regulate a specific subset of SRSF1-targeted mRNAs.

IRAK2 mediates the recruitment of ALYREF nuclear export factor to the target mRNAs {#s2-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The next question is how IRAK2 mediates nuclear export of the LPS-induced mRNAs bound by SRSF1. Nuclear export of the mature mRNA is an active process that is integrated with many of the nuclear processing steps, facilitated by RNA-binding proteins and transport factors ([@bib33]). Importantly, ALYREF nuclear export factor was actually among the proteins based on MS analysis of IRAK2 immunoprecipitation ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). By coimmunoprecipitation, we found that LPS stimulation induced the interaction of IRAK2 with ALYREF in the nucleus ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Duo-link assay showed that ALYREF interacts with wild-type IRAK2, but not kinase-inactive and sumoylation mutants ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that the kinase activity of IRAK2 and subsequent sumoylation are required for IRAK2's interaction with ALYREF in the nucleus, which is probably due to the fact that the kinase-inactive and sumoylation mutants failed to translocate into the nucleus ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![IRAK2 mediates the recruitment of ALYREF nuclear export factor to the target mRNAs.\
(**A**) Nuclear extracts were isolated from Wild-type (WT) BMDMs treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by immunoprecipitation (IP) with anti-IRAK2, anti-SRSF1 or anti-ALYREF and analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. (**B**) Confocal imaging of PLA (proximity ligation assay) signal of Hela cells transfected with FLAG-tagged IRAK2 WT, KK235AA, NLS mutant (K361/362/364A) and Sumo mutant (K123/182/592R). Mouse anti-ALYREF and Rabbit anti-FLAG antibody were used for the proximity ligation assay. Green dots present PLA positive signal indicating the interaction of IRAK2 with ALYREF. Bar graph shows the percentage of PLA positive cells analyzed by Student's t test. \*p\<0.05. Western blot analysis of Hela cells transfected with FLAG-tagged IRAK2 WT, KK235AA, NLS mutant (K361/362/364A) and Sumo mutant (K123/182/592R) with the indicated antibody. (**C**) WT BMDMs were treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by RNA immunoprecipitation with anti-IRAK2 antibody and RT-PCR analyses of the indicated mRNAs. The presented are the relative values normalized against IgG control (Materials and methods). (**D**) WT, IRAK2 KO and IRAK2 KI BMDMs were treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by RNA immunoprecipitation with anti-ALYREF antibody and RT-PCR analyses of the indicated mRNAs. The presented are the relative values normalized against IgG control (Materials and methods). (**E--G**) SRSF1 was knocked down in WT and IRAK2 KO macrophages. The SRSF1-knockdown cells were then treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by RNA immunoprecipitation with anti-ALYREF and RT-PCR analyses of the indicated mRNAs. The presented are the relative values normalized against IgG control (Materials and methods) (**E**). Total mRNAs were isolated from the cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of The SRSF1-knockdown cells treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by RT-PCR analyses for the indicated mRNAs (**F**). The experiments were repeated for at least three times. Data represent mean ± SEM; \*p\<0.05 by Student's t test. (**G**) Western analysis of lysates from cells used in [Figure 4E--F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} with the indicated antibodies.\
10.7554/eLife.29630.029Figure 4---source data 1.The numerical data for the graphs in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.(**A**) for [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) for [Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. (**C**) for [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. (**D**) for [Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. (**E**) for [Figure 4F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-29630-fig4){#fig4}

Since LPS-induced the interaction of IRAK2 with SRSF1 ([Figures 3D--F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), we wondered whether IRAK2-SRSF1 and IRAK2-ALYREF belong to one complex. Interestingly, ALYREF was absent in the SRSF1 immunoprecipitates, while SRSF1 was also not detected in ALYREF immunoprecipitates ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, IRAK2 was detected in either SRSF1 or ALYREF immunoprecipitates in response to LPS stimulation ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that LPS-induced IRAK2's interaction with SRSF1 and ALYREF are mutually exclusive. The fact that IRAK2 was able to phosphorylate SRSF1 ([Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) led us hypothesize that IRAK2-mediated SRSF1 phosphorylation might drive SRSF1 off the mRNA targets, allowing ALYREF's binding to the target mRNAs. In support of this, RIP analysis showed that LPS stimulation induced the binding of IRAK2 and ALYREF to the mRNAs of *Cxcl1*, *Cxcl2* and *Tnf*, and ALYREF's binding to the mRNAs was substantially reduced in IRAK2-deficient and IRAK2-kinase-inactive macrophages ([Figure 4C--D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, ALYREF bound *Cxcl1* and *Tnf* transcripts were increased in SRSF1 knock-down cells, even in IRAK2 KO macrophages, indicating that ALYREF's binding to *Cxcl1* and *Tnf* is no longer IRAK2-dependent in the absence of SRSF1 ([Figure 4E and G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to SRSF1, ALYREF also binds to constitutively expressed *Ctnnb1* mRNA. Importantly, ALYREF-bound *Ctnnb1* mRNA was not affected by LPS stimulation, IRAK2 deficiency or SRSF1 knockdown ([Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These results confirmed that the role of IRAK2 for ALYREF's binding to the target mRNAs is probably to remove SRSF1 from the targets. Consistently, whereas IRAK2 deficiency resulted in nuclear accumulation of *Cxcl1* and *Tnf* mRNA, *Cxcl1* and *Tnf* mRNA was efficiently exported to the cytosol in SRSF1 knockdown cells in the absence of IRAK2 ([Figure 4F--G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

IRAK2-ALYREF facilitates the assembly of nuclear export complex on target mRNAs {#s2-5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The metazoan TREX complex is recruited to mRNA during nuclear RNA processing and functions in exporting mRNA to the cytoplasm ([@bib5]). Recent studies suggest that the recruitment of ALYREF to TREX allows for mRNA export by driving nuclear export receptor Nxf1 (also known as TAP) into a conformation capable of binding mRNA ([@bib29]). In addition to the LPS-induced interaction of IRAK2 with ALYREF, we found that LPS stimulation also induced the interaction of IRAK2 with Nxf1 ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). IRAK2 failed to interact with Nxf1 in the absence of ALYREF, suggesting that IRAK2-ALYREF interaction is required for ALYREF to facilitate the assembly of nuclear export complex to the target mRNAs, including the recruitment of Nxf1 ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In support of this, LPS stimulation induced Nxf1's binding to the mRNAs in an ALYREF- and IRAK2-dependent manner ([Figure 5B--D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

![IRAK2-ALYREF facilitates the assembly of nuclear export complex on target mRNAs.\
(**A**) Nuclear extracts were isolated from Control (non-targeting siRNA) and ALYREF knockdown (KD, with ALYREF siRNA) macrophages treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by immunoprecipitation (IP) with anti-IRAK2 and analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. (**B**) Control (non-targeting siRNA) and ALYREF knockdown (KD, with ALYREF siRNA) macrophages were treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by RNA immunoprecipitation with anti-Nxf1 antibody and RT-PCR analyses of the indicated mRNAs. The presented are the relative values normalized against IgG control (Materials and methods). (**C**) Western analysis of lysates from cells used in [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} with the indicated antibodies. (**D**) WT and IRAK2 KO BMDMs were treated with LPS for the indicated times, followed by RNA immunoprecipitation with anti-Nxf1 antibody and RT-PCR analyses of the indicated mRNAs. The presented are the relative values normalized against IgG control (Materials and methods). (**E**) Total mRNAs were isolated from the cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of Control (non-targeting siRNA) and ALYREF knockdown (KD, with ALYREF siRNA) macrophages treated with LPS for indicated times were subjected to RT-PCR analyses. (**F**) Control (non-targeting siRNA) and ALYREF knockdown (KD, with ALYREF siRNA) macrophages were treated with LPS for 6 hr, followed by ELISA for CXCL1 and TNF levels in the supernatant. The experiments were repeated for three times. Data represent mean ± SEM; \*p\<0.05 by Student's t test.\
10.7554/eLife.29630.031Figure 5---source data 1.The numerical data for the graphs in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.(**A**) for [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) for [Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. (**C**) for [Figure 5E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. (**D**) for [Figure 5F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-29630-fig5){#fig5}

To further assess the importance of ALYREF in LPS-induced IRAK2-dependent mRNA nuclear export, we measured nuclear and cytoplasmic mRNA levels in ALYREF knockdown cells. Consistent with the RIP analysis, we found that LPS-induced mRNAs of *Cxcl1*, *Cxcl2* and *Tnf* accumulated in the nucleus in the absence of ALYREF ([Figure 5E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the importance of this nuclear export factor in IRAK2-mediated nuclear export of the inflammatory mRNAs. By enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) analysis, we showed that LPS-induced secretion of CXCL1 and TNF was dramatically reduced in ALYREF knockdown cells ([Figure 5F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

The SRSF1-binding site in the target mRNAs allows IRAK2-dependent nuclear export {#s2-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since the LPS-induced mRNAs that are dependent on IRAK2 for nuclear export were enriched with SRSF1-binding motif in the 3'UTRs ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), we decided to directly test the importance of the SRSF1-binding sites in the target mRNAs for their nuclear export. Using *Cxcl1* 3'UTR (nt 781--901, which contains stimulus-sensitive motifs ([@bib7]; [@bib11]), we validated the SRSF1 binding to this transcript by RNA electrophoretic mobility shift assay (REMSA) ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We identified several putative SRSF1-binding motifs in this region of *Cxcl1* 3'UTR. Deletion analysis and REMSA showed the importance of nt 800--855 in Cxcl1 3'UTR for SRSF1 binding. We generated luciferase reporter constructs by cloning the 3'UTR of *Cxcl1* with or without deletion of the SRSF1-binding region downstream of Luciferase reporter (under the control of CMV promoter). These reporter constructs were introduced into IRAK2-deficient cells (IRAK deficient 293-IL1R cells; \[[@bib36]\]) with or without co-transfection with IRAK2. While SRSF1 RIP precipitated the luciferase reporter mRNA containing the 3'UTR of *Cxcl1* (nt 721--940), IRAK2 expression reduced SRSF1 binding to the target mRNA ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, SRSF1 RIP failed to precipitate the luciferase mRNAs with the mutated 3'UTR of *Cxcl1* (Δ790--840 and Δ829--835) ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

![SRSF1 binding renders the LPS-sensitivity of the target mRNAs for their nuclear export.\
(**A**) REMSA was performed to show binding of purified recombinant SRSF1 protein to the *Cxcl1* 3'UTR (nt 781--901), *Cxcl1* 3'UTR (nt Δ 790--840 in 781--901) and *Cxcl1* 3'UTR (800-855). (**B--D**) CMV-Luc- *Cxcl1* 3'UTR (721-940), (nt Δ 790--840 in 721--940) and (nt Δ 829--835 in 721--940) plasmids were transiently transfected in IRAK-deficient 293-IL1R (I1A) cells for 24 hr; followed by RNA immunoprecipitation with anti-SRSF1 antibody and RT-PCR analyses of the indicated mRNAs, the presented are the relative values normalized against IgG control (Material and methods) (**B**); Luciferase activity was measured (**C**); RT-PCR analysis of total mRNAs isolated from the cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions (**D**). (**E**) CMV-Luc- *Cxcl1* 3'UTR (721-940), (nt Δ 790--840 in 721--940) and (nt Δ 829--835 in 721--940) plasmid were transiently transfected in wild-type, IRAK2 KO and IRAK2 KI macrophages and treated with LPS for 12 hr, followed by luciferase assay. (**F**) For the transfected cells as described in [Figure 6B--D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, cell lysates were subjected to RNA immunoprecipitation with anti-ALYREF antibody and RT-PCR analyses of the indicated mRNAs. The presented are the relative values normalized against IgG control (Materials and methods). (**G**) REMSA was performed to show binding of purified recombinant ALYREF protein to the *Cxcl1* 3'UTR (nt 781--901), *Cxcl1* 3'UTR (nt Δ 790--840 in 781--901) and *Cxcl1* 3'UTR (800-855). Data represent mean ± SEM; \*p\<0.05 by Student's t test.\
10.7554/eLife.29630.034Figure 6---source data 1.The numerical data for the graphs in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.(**A**) for [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) for [Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. (**C**) for [Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. (**D**) for [Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. (**E**) for [Figure 6F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-29630-fig6){#fig6}

We then assessed the SRSF1 site-mutant constructs by luciferase reporter assay. For the cells transfected with wild-type *Cxcl1* luciferase construct (with wild-type 3' UTR of *Cxcl1* 721--940), IRAK2 strongly promoted the luciferase activity ([Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Consistently, the cytosolic luciferase reporter mRNAs (with wild-type 3' UTR of *Cxcl1* 721--940) were increased in the IRAK2-transfected cells compared to the cells without IRAK2 ([Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). IRAK2 had much reduced ability to promote luciferase activity in cells transfected with mutant *Cxcl1* luciferase constructs (*Cxcl1*Δ790--840 and *Cxcl1*Δ829--835) ([Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Removal of the functional SRSF1-binding site trapped the luciferase reporter mRNAs (*Cxcl1*Δ790--840 and *Cxcl1*Δ829--835) in the nucleus and IRAK2 can no longer promote nuclear export of these mutant reporter mRNAs (*Cxcl1*Δ790--840 and *Cxcl1*Δ829--835) ([Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that while SRSF1 binding may sequester the luciferase reporter mRNAs in the nucleus, the SRSF1-binding sequence is actually required for nuclear export promoted by IRAK2.

Similar results were obtained in wild-type and IRAK2-deficient macrophages. LPS stimulation induced luciferase activity from the cells transfected with constructs containing wild-type 3'UTR of *Cxcl1* (nt 721--940), which was abolished in IRAK2-deficient macrophages ([Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, LPS-induced luciferase activity was substantially reduced in wild-type, IRAK2-deficient or IRAK2-kinase inactive macrophages transfected with mutant luciferase constructs (Δ790--840 and Δ829--835) ([Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These results confirm that IRAK2-mediated nuclear export of the target mRNAs is dependent on the SRSF1-binding sites in the target mRNA.

Consistent with the fact that IRAK2 is required for LPS-induced ALYREF's binding to the target mRNAs, IRAK2 promoted ALYREF RIP of wild-type luciferase reporter mRNAs (containing wild-type 3'UTR of *Cxcl1* nt 721--940) ([Figure 6F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, ALYREF reduced the binding to the mutant luciferase reporter mRNAs (Δ790--840 and Δ829--835) even in the presence of IRAK2 ([Figure 6F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the SRSF1-binding site seems to be required for ALYREF's binding to the target mRNAs. In support of this, ALYREF can directly bind to the probe that contains the SRSF1-binding site in the in vitro RNA-binding assay (*Cxcl1* nt 800--855, [Figure 6G](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, our results implicate that the SRSF1-binding site renders the LPS-IRAK2 sensitivity of the target mRNA for the nuclear export possibly via the IRAK2-mediated removal of SRSF1 and recruitment of nuclear export factors ALYREF to the target mRNAs.

IRAK2 kinase-inactive knock-in mice are resistant to LPS-induced septic shock {#s2-7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mirroring the IRAK2 knockout cells, the LPS-induced inflammatory mRNAs were accumulated in the nucleus in IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin macrophages compared to that in wild-type cells ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with the defect in promoting nuclear export of target mRNAs, LPS-induced ALYREF RIP of inflammatory mRNAs was abolished in IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin macrophages ([Figure 4F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, ELISA analysis validated the importance of IRAK2 kinase activity for the production of LPS-induced CXCL1, CXCL2 and TNF ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Since IRAK2 kinase-inactive knock-in macrophages mirrored IRAK2 knockout cells in all the ex vivo experiments in response to LPS stimulation, we then further investigated the impact of this IRAK2 mutation on LPS-response in vivo. We found that IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin mice showed substantially increased survival after LPS-induced septic shock compared to that of the wild-type mice ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"})([@bib21]). Likewise, LPS-induced serum CXCL1 and TNF levels were much reduced in IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin mice compared to that of the wild-type mice ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

![IRAK2 kinase-inactive knock-in mice are resistant to LPS-induced septic shock.\
10 pairs Wild-type (WT) and IRAK2 kinase-inactive (KI) mice were injected intraperitoneally with 10 mg LPS/kg, and the survival of injected mice was monitored for 72 hr. (**A**) The survival curves were created by the method of Kaplan and Meier. (**B**) ELISA was performed for the levels of TNF and CXCL1 in the plasma 4 hr after LPS challenge. Data represent mean ± SEM; \*p\<0.05 by Student's t test. (**C**) Model for the nuclear function of IRAK2. Upon LPS stimulation, IRAK2 is activated, followed by RanBP2-mediated sumoylation and subsequent nuclear translocation. Nuclear IRAK2 then phosphorylates SRSF1 and reduces SRSF1 binding to the target mRNAs which promotes the RNA binding of the nuclear export adaptor ALYREF and export receptor Nxf1 loading for export of mRNAs.\
10.7554/eLife.29630.036Figure 7---source data 1.The numerical data for the graphs in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}.(**A**) for [Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) for [Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-29630-fig7){#fig7}

Discussion {#s3}
==========

While TLR-induced inflammatory gene expression is essential for host defense against infections of pathogens, dysregulated production of cytokines and chemokines is detrimental to the host, resulting in septic shock and other inflammatory diseases. Nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments enable spatial separation and regulation of transcription and translation. In this study, we report that LPS/TLR4 engagement activates a nuclear function of IRAK2 that facilitates the assembly of nuclear export machinery to enable export the inflammatory mRNAs to the cytosol for protein translation. IRAK2 kinase activity is required for RanBP2-mediated IRAK2 sumoylation and nuclear translocation. Array analysis identified an SRSF1-binding motif enriched in the mRNAs that are accumulated in the nucleus of IRAK2-deficient and IRAK2-kinase inactive macrophages. Nuclear IRAK2 then phosphorylates SRSF1 and reduces SRSF1 binding to the target mRNAs. At the same time, LPS induces interaction between IRAK2 and nuclear export adaptor ALYREF to replace SRSF1 on the target mRNAs. The recruited ALYREF in turn bridges the interaction between the mRNA targets and nuclear export receptor Nxf1, triggering nuclear export receptor Nxf1 loading for the export of the mRNAs. ([Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) Therefore, LPS-induced IRAK2 activation provides a critical check point for the production of inflammatory cytokines and chemokines by controlling the nuclear and cytoplasmic distribution of the LPS-induced transcripts.

IRAK2 is known as an atypical kinase due to the amino acid substitution of key catalytic residues (Asp -\> Asn^333^; Asp -\>His^351^). Notably, atypical kinases such as KSR2 ([@bib4]) and CASK ([@bib23]) have been reported to carry catalytic activity. We found recombinant IRAK2 was able to autophophorylate and phosphorylate MBP and SRSF1; mutations in the ATP-binding site and catalytic residues impaired the function of IRAK2. IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin mice showed substantially increased survival after LPS-induced septic shock compared to that of the wild-type mice. Likewise, LPS-induced serum CXCL1 and TNF levels were much reduced in IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin mice compared to that of the wild-type mice. Taken together, these results indicate that the IRAK2 kinase activity is critical for the function of IRAK2 in LPS-induced pro-inflammatory response.

While LPS-induced IRAK2 modification was previously reported, we now identified RanBP2 as the E3 ligase for IRAK2 sumoylation. We also for the first time report that LPS induces IRAK2 nuclear translocation, which seems to be dependent on LPS-induced IRAK2 sumoylation. IRAK2 mutants defective in sumoylation were retained in the cytoplasm. Likewise, LPS-induced IRAK2 nuclear translocation was abolished in RanBP2 knock-down cells, supporting the critical role of IRAK2 sumoylation for its nuclear translocation. Consistently, RanBP2 was shown to modulate cytoplasmic and nuclear transport of macromolecules. RanBP2 is a major nucleoporin that extends cytoplasmic filaments from the nuclear pore complex and contains phenylalanine--glycine repeats that bind the transport receptor importin-β. Indeed, IRAK2 was also shown to interact with importin-β, which requires the NLS on IRAK2. It is intriguing that although IRAK2 kinase inactive mutants still interact with importin-β, they were unable to interact with RanBP2 and failed to translocate into the nucleus. While these results suggest a potential impact of IRAK2 kinase activity on RanBP2, IRAK2 autophosphorylation may affect its interaction with RanBP2. Our data showed that mutations in putative IRAK2 phosphorylation sites S136/T140 ([@bib31]) substantially reduced the interaction of IRAK2 with RanBP2. It suggests that the activation of IRAK2 may result in auto-phosphorylation at S136A and T140A, which in turn mediates the interaction with RanBP2. Future studies are required to elucidate the detailed mechanism for how phosphorylation of IRAK2 affects its interaction with RanBP2 and subsequent sumoylation.

In addressing the functional impact of LPS-induced IRAK2 nuclear translocation, we found that IRAK2 plays a critical role in promoting nuclear export of LPS-induced transcripts. By array analysis, a SRSF1-binding motif was found to be enriched in the mRNAs targets that are dependent on IRAK2 for nuclear export. As discussed above, recombinant IRAK2 was able to phosphorylate SRSF1 and LPS-activated IRAK2 can phosphorylate SRSF1 and thereby reduces SRSF1 binding to the target mRNAs in macrophages. These results suggest that SRSF1 binding endows target mRNAs with sensitivity for LPS to promote nuclear export, and that LPS induces nuclear function of IRAK2 to mediate the removal of SRSF1 from the target mRNAs. Importantly, Mass Spec analysis showed that IRAK2 also interacts with nuclear export adaptor ALYREF in addition to importin-β and RanBP2. Notably, ALYREF and SRSF1 actually belong to the same family of proteins called the shuttling SR (serine- and arginine-rich) proteins, sharing a similar RNA-binding domain. Indeed, we found SRSF1 and ALYREF were able to bind to the same SRSF1-binding motif; and the removal of SRSF1 allowed nuclear export adaptor ALYREF binding to the target mRNAs, suggesting that SRSF1-mediated nuclear sequestration of target mRNAs might be achieved by blocking the binding of ALYREF to the mRNAs. Importantly, previous studies have reported that ALYREF (a subunit of the so-called TREX complex for nuclear export) makes contact with nuclear export receptor Nxf1, serving as a bridge between mRNA and nuclear export receptor Nxf1. Thus, nuclear IRAK2 mediates the removal of SRSF1 and facilitates the assembly of nuclear export machinery to export the inflammatory mRNAs to the cytosol for translation. Interestingly, about 10--30% LPS-induced inflammatory transcripts were exported out of the nucleus in the absence of IRAK2 ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which was consistent with the residual ALYREF's binding to these transcripts in IRAK2-/- cells ([Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These results implicate that there might be yet another mechanism besides IRAK2 that allows ALYREF binding to the target mRNAs for nuclear export. Future studies are required to identify additional players that modulate TLR-induced nuclear/cytosol distribution of inflammatory transcripts.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Animals {#s4-1}
-------

IRAK2-deficient mice were previously described ([@bib30]). IRAK2 kinase-inactive knockin (K235A and K236A) mice were generated by co-microinjection of in vitro-translated Cas9 mRNA and gRNA into the C57BL/6 zygotes. The gRNA sequence used to generate the knockin mice is GATCACTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCCTCCCTGAGCTTCTTGAGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAAT and GATCACTAATACGACTCACTATAGGTTCGCCTTCAAGAAGCTCGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAAT. All procedures using animals were approved by the Cleveland Clinic Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol Number: 2014--1229 and 2017--1814).

Biological reagents and cell culture {#s4-2}
------------------------------------

LPS (Escherichia coli 055:B5) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Oxidized low density lipoprotein (ox-LDL) was purchased from ThermoFisher (Waltham, MA). R848 and CpGB were purchased from Invivogen. Anti-IRAK2 (ab62419, RRID:[AB_956084](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_956084)) and ant-Importin-β (ab2811, RRID:[AB_2133989](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_2133989)) antibodies were purchased from Abcam (United Kindom). Antibodies to RanBP2 (sc-74518, RRID:[AB_2176784](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_2176784)), ALYREF (sc-32311, RRID:[AB_626667](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_626667)), Actin (sc-1615, RRID:[AB_630835](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_630835)) and Tubulin (sc-8035, RRID:[AB_628408](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_628408)) were purchased from Santa Cruz (Dallas, TX). Antibodies to SRSF1 (14902), NXF1 (12735), Histone (4499) and SUMO1 (4930) were purchased from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA). SRSF1 recombinant protein (ab219488) was purchased from Abcam. Myelin Basic Protein (MBP) (31314) was purchased from Active Motif (Carlsbad, CA). Bone-marrow derived macrophages were obtained from the bone marrow of tibia and femur by flushing with DMEM. The cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin G (100 µg/ml), streptomycin (100 µg/ml) with M-CSF (50 ng/ml) for seven days before the experiments. Hela cells (RRID: [CVCL_0030](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/CVCL_0030)) were purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA) and authenticated by STR analysis. The Heal cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin G (100 µg/ml) and streptomycin (100 µg/ml) and negative for mycoplasma contamination test using a PCR detection method.

Protein purification {#s4-3}
--------------------

His-tagged IRAK2 WT, K123/182/592R, KK235AA, H351A mutant and Ally were sub-cloned into PET28a vector and expressed in *E. Coli* (BL21). The recombinant protein was purified using Ni Sepharose 6 Fast Flow column (GE HealthCare). Size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex s200 high resolution column (GE HealthCare, United Kingdom) was used as a final step for purification. Recombinant Aos1/Uba2, UBC9, RanBP2~RB3-4~ and SUMO1 were purified as previously described ([@bib32]).

In vitro kinase assay {#s4-4}
---------------------

IRAK2 WT, KK235AA and H351A (100 nM) was incubated with myeline basic protein (MBP) (10 nM) in the kinase assay buffer containing 25 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 5 mM β-glycerophosphate, 2 mM DTT, 0.1 mM Na~3~VO~4~, 10 mM MgCl~2~ supplemented with 100 nM ATP and 1 ul \[γ-^32^P\]-ATP (PerkinElmer) (10 µCi) at 37°C for 30 min. The samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by autoradiograph.

In vitro sumoylation assay {#s4-5}
--------------------------

IRAK2 WT and K123/182/592R (200 nM) was incubated with 50 nM Aos1/Uba2, 100 nM Ubc9, 24 nM RanBP2~RB3-4~, 9 μM SUMO1, and 1 mM ATP in a modified sumoylation assay buffer containing 20 mM PIPES (pH 6.8), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mg/ml ovalbumin, 0.05% Tween 20, 1 mM DTT, and 1 μg/ml of each aprotinin, leupeptin, and pepstatin at 30°C. Samples were analyzed by western blot. RanBP2 level was determined prior to the reaction.

In vitro desumoylation assay {#s4-6}
----------------------------

SUMO protease Ulp1 (12588018) was purchased from ThermoFisher. Sumolyated-IRAK2 was incubated with SUMO protease in the buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 0.2% NP-40, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT at 30°C for 30 min.

Immunoblot, immunoprecipitation and nuclear fractionation {#s4-7}
---------------------------------------------------------

Cells were harvested and lysed on ice in a lysis buffer containing 0.5% Triton X-100, 20 mM Hepes pH 7.4,150 mM NaCl, 12.5 mM -glycerophosphate, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM NaF, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 2 mM EGTA, 20 mM aprotinin, and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride for 20 min, followed by centrifuging at 12,000 rpm for 15 min to extract clear lysates. For immunoprecipitation, cell lysates were incubated with 1 μg of antibody and A-sepharose beads at 4 degree overnight. After incubation, the beads were washed four times with lysis buffer and the precipitates were eluted with 2x sample buffer. Elutes and whole cell extracts were resolved on SDS-PAGE followed by immunobloting with antibodies. Nuclear fractionation was performed using NUCLEI EZ PREP kit purchased from Sigma-Aldrich in accordance with the manufacturer's instruction. Nuclear pellets were suspended in 30 μl of nuclear extraction buffer (20 mM HEPES, 400 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA in water, pH 7.9) containing freshly prepared 1 mM DTT and protease inhibitor cocktail. After 1.5 hr incubation on ice bath with intermittent vortexing, extracts were centrifuged and supernatant was collected for immunoprecipitation.

SiRNA-mediated knockdown {#s4-8}
------------------------

siGENOME SMARTpool siRNAs were purchased from Dharmacon (Lafayette. CO) for RanBP2, ALYREF and SRSF1 knockdown in macrophages. The targeted sequences are listed below: RanBP2, GCACAUGUUGUUAAACUUA, GAGACGAGAGCAAGUAUUA, GAAUUAAACCCAACGCAAA, GAGCUUUACCGUUCAAAUA; ALYREF, CGAAACAACUUCCCGACAA, UCAUUAAGCUGAACCGGAG, UGAAUUUGGGACAUUGAAA, AGACCUGCACAGAGCAUAA; SRSF1, GAAAGAAGAUAUGACGUAU, GCACUGGUGUCGUGGAGUU, UAUGUUACGCUGAUGUUUA, GAAGCUGGCAGGACUUAAA. siGENOME Non-targeting siRNA Pools were used for the control groups. Amaxa Cell Line Nucleofector Kit V (LONZA, Switzerland) was used to transfect macrophages following manufacturer's instructions.

ELISA assay {#s4-9}
-----------

Supernatants from cell cultures were collected and measured for the level of mouse cytokines CXCL1 and TNF using Duoset ELISA kits (R&D system, Minneapolis, MN) according to manufacturer's instructions.

RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) {#s4-10}
-----------------------------

The RIP assay was performed following the protocols as previous described ([@bib12]; [@bib16]). Briefly, 10^7^ macrophages were left untreated or treated with LPS (1 µg/ml) for 1 hr. Cells were washed three times with ice cold PBS and suspended in the lysis buffer. The lysate was centrifuged and the supernatant was immunoprecipitated overnight at 4 Celsius degree, using Dynabeads (Invitrogen) preincubated with 20 µg anti-IRAK2, SRSF1, ALYREF, Nxf1 antibodies or anti-IgG antibody. RNA was purified from immunoprecipitates with Trizol (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions and treated with RNase-free DNase, the cDNAs were synthesized and 10% of the reverse transcriptase product was subjected to quantitative real-time PCR. RIP data analysis: Ct value of each RIP RNA fraction was normalized to the Input RNA fraction Ct value for the same qPCR Assay (ΔCt) to account for RNA sample preparation differences. Then the normalized RIP fraction Ct value (ΔCt) was adjusted for the normalized background (anti-IgG) \[non-specific (NS) Ab\] fraction Ct value (ΔΔCt). The fold enrichment \[RIP/non-specific (NS)\] was calculated by linear conversion of the ΔΔCt. Below are the formulas used for the calculation: ΔCt \[normalized RIP\]=Ct \[RIP\] -- (Ct \[Input\] -- Log2 (fraction of the input RNA saved))); ΔΔCt \[RIP/NS\] = ΔCt \[normalized RIP\] -- ΔCt \[normalized NS\]; Fold Enrichment = 2 (-ΔΔCt \[RIP/NS\]).

RNA Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (REMSA) {#s4-11}
------------------------------------------------

Increasing amounts of purified protein and labeled probes (10 fmol, see in vitro transcription) were combined in the binding buffer for 30 min. The final REMSA-binding buffer concentrations were 140 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT and 0.33 mg/ml tRNA. The reaction was further supplemented with 15 μg salmon sperm DNA to reduce non-specific interactions from the lysate. Complexes were resolved on either 4% or 6% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gels.

In vitro transcription {#s4-12}
----------------------

REMSA-radiolabeled 3' UTR RNA probes were synthesized from BamHI linearized plasmids templates with T7 RNA polymerase using 1 mM GTP, 1 mM ATP, 1 mM CTP, 0.005 mM UTP and 25 μCi of ^32^P-labeled UTP for 3 hr at 37°C. Probes were DNAase I treated for 20 min and then phenol:chloroform extracted. The aqueous phase was passed through a Micro Bio-Spin P30 column according to manufacturer's instructions (BioRad).

Proximity Ligation Assay (PLA) {#s4-13}
------------------------------

PLA was performed using the Duolink In Situ Green Kit purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (DUO92101) in accordance with the manufacturer's instruction. Briefly, transfected cells were washed once with ice cold PBS, followed by fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature. Fixed cells were then washed three times with PBS and permeabilized with 0.3% Triton X-100 containing PBS for 10 min. Permeabilized cells were blocked with 5% normal goat serum for 1 hr at room temperature. The cells were then incubated with primary antibodies diluted in 10% normal goat serum supplemented with 0.1% Tween at 4°C overnight. Following the incubation, the cells were washed three times with PBS and then incubated with two PLA probes (Duolink In Situ PLA Probes Anti-rabbit PLUS and Anti-Mouse MINUS, Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hr at 37°C. After probe incubation, the samples were incubated in ligation solution for 1 hr at 37°C. After ligation, cells were washed with Wash Buffer A and incubated in the amplification solution for 2 hr at 37°C. Cells were then serially washed twice in 1 × Wash Buffer B, 0.01 × Wash Buffer B once, and PBS once, followed by incubation with secondary antibodies for 1 hr at room temperature. Finally, cells were washed three times with PBS and mounted in Duolink In Situ Mounting Medium supplemented with DAPI. Fluorescence images were obtained with a confocal microscope.

Real-time PCR {#s4-14}
-------------

Total RNA was extracted from spinal cord with TRIzol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. 1 µg total RNA for each sample was reverse-transcribed using the SuperScript II Reverse Transcriptase from Thermo Fisher Scientific. The resulting complementary DNA was analyzed by real-time PCR using SYBR Green Real-Time PCR Master Mix. All gene expression results are expressed as arbitrary units relative to expression Actin.

Microarray analysis {#s4-15}
-------------------

Cytoplasmic and nuclear RNA were extracted from WT and IRAK2-deficient macrophages and subjected to microarray analysis. Targets preparation was performed on a Biomek FXP (Beckman Coulter) using a GeneChip HT 3′IVT Express Kit (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) in accordance with the manufacturer's instruction. Labeled cRNA were hybridized on an Affymetrix GeneChip HT-MG-430PM-96 (Affymetrix). Array hybridization, washing, and scanning were performed on GeneTitan (Affymetrix). Three independent biological replicates were analyzed in each experiment. Probe signals were subjected to presence calling and normalized to derive relative transcript abundance. The ratio (R) between the nuclear (N) and cytoplasmic (C) abundance of each transcript is calculated (R = N/C) to quantify the nuclear retention of the transcript. The nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio of the transcript in the LPS-treated IRAK2 knockout BMDMs (RKO) is then divided by that of the same transcript in the corresponding wild-type BMDMs (RWT). The resulting value is used as an index (I = RKO/ RWT) to measure the impact of IRAK2 deficiency on the nuclear retention of the transcript. Transcripts induced by LPS treatment are ranked based on the index I and the top 70 transcripts are used as the positive set for motif enrichment analysis.

Motif enrichment analysis {#s4-16}
-------------------------

To define the sequences, mouse (Mus Musculus) genes were downloaded from Ensembl BioMART in June 2014 and represent the GRCm38.p2 release of gene models. When there are multiple isoforms for the same gene we used the longest isoform to define its mature mRNA sequence and the genomic locus covered by its pre-mRNA sequence. We performed RNA-READ algorithm (unpublished work, XL, HDL, and QM, in preparation) to perform motif enrichment test. Specifically, we performed a likelihood ratio test to assess whether any of the previously defined RBP motifs ([@bib25]) from our collection could better distinguish the positive set from the negative set when provided to a regression algorithm that also had access to a control set of features that consisted of all the dinucleotides contained within the corresponding motif as well as the length of the target sequence; the construction of these regression models is described below. The comparisons between the motif and the control features were restricted to specific regulatory region of the transcripts (i.e., 3' UTR, 5'UTR or the coding region). We scored each regulatory region using a given motif by summing the accessibility of all the target sites, where a target site was defined as a perfect match to the IUPAC representation of the motif and the accessibility of a target site was defined as the average single base accessibility of the bases in the site. A score of zero was assigned to those regulatory region did not contain a motif match. The single base accessibility was assessed using RNAplfold ([@bib3]) as described previously ([@bib19]). We used the parameters with W = 200, L = 150 and U = 1. Although the analysis was applied in specific regulatory region, the entire transcript was input into RNAplfold to ensure correct folding of the bases close to the start codon and stop codon. We used the glmnet.R package ([@bib9]) to apply Lasso penalized logistic regression. In the Lasso regression, the hyper-parameter lambda (i.e. the regularization strength) was selected through a five-fold cross-validation procedure, from the lambda sequence computed by glmnet using the default settings of nlambda and lambda.min.ratio. The final value for lambda was the one (from the sequence) with the smallest average generalization error across the five folds. We then used this value of lambda with the 'glmnet.fit' object on the entire dataset to compute the weights for the features. The features with non-zero weights were selected as contributing most to the prediction. After the non-zero weight features were defined, we trained two standard logistic regression models: one using all non-zero weight features (including the motif) and one that contained only the non-zero weighted control features, and then assessed whether there was a significant difference in predictive power between these two nested models using a log-likelihood ratio test.

LPS-induced septic shock {#s4-17}
------------------------

Ten pairs of Wildtype and IRAK2 KI mice were injected intraperitoneal with 10 mg of LPS/kg, and survival was monitored for 72 hr. Blood for determination of plasma TNF and CXCL1 was obtained from the tail vein 4 hr after challenge.

Statistical analysis {#s4-18}
--------------------

The significance of differences between two groups was determined by Student\'s t-test (two-tailed). A P value less than 0.05 was considered significant. The survival curves were created by the method of Kaplan and Meier. For statistical comparison, survival curves were analyzed using the log rank test.
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Decision letter
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China

In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"IRAK2 directs stimulus-dependent nuclear export of inflammatory mRNAs\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been favorably evaluated by Tadatsugu Taniguchi (Senior Editor) and three reviewers, one of whom is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

TLR signaling critically regulates the expression of pro-inflammatory mediators including cytokines and chemokines. Tremendous efforts have been put on investigating the underlying mechanisms at transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels. It is known that binding to chemokine/cytokine mRNAs to the SRSF1 (AF2/ASF) protein mediates decay of these mRNAs in the nucleus, but the molecular mechanism by which pro-inflammatory mRNAs are regulated during nuclear export remains unknown. It is also known that IRAK2, downstream of the TLRs, plays a critical role in regulating chemokine/cytokine expression, but the exact mechanism is not defined. In the present study, the authors performed comprehensive analyses using multiple state-of-the-art approaches and demonstrate for the first time that activation of TLR4 induces nuclear localization of IRAK2 to promote nuclear export of pro-inflammatory mRNAs (CXCL1, TNF and CXCL2) for ribosomal translation. Interestingly, IRAK2 kinase activity is essential for its nuclear translocation via LPS-induced RanBP2-mediated sumoylation of IRAK2. The nuclear IRAK2 then phosphorylates SRSF1 to reduce its binding to the target mRNAs. Meanwhile, IRAK2 also assembles a complex with the nuclear export adaptor ALYREF, which promotes the binding of those cytokine mRNAs to ALYREF and facilitates loading of the nuclear export receptor NXF1 to the mRNAs for nuclear export of those inflammatory chemokine/cytokine mRNAs. These novel and interesting findings answer a longstanding question in the field. The study is well designed and the conclusion is supported by extensive convincing biochemical and cell biological analyses. The discoveries of IRAK2 sumoylation and its regulation of nuclear export of the target chemokine/cytokine mRNAs represent a major step-forward in our understanding TLR and innate immune signal transduction system.

Essential revisions:

1\) Throughout the study, the authors only examined 2-3 chemokine/cytokines that are known to have the SRSF1-binding sites in their 3\' UTR. To strengthen the finding and the mechanism proposed, the authors should include analysis of an IRAK2-independent or a constitutively expressed cytokine/chemokine mRNA, and provide negative control data for key experiments including those in [Figure 3G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

2\) IRAK2 kinase activity is required for its interaction with RanBP2 and subsequent sumoylation modification. Can the authors further elaborate on this? Is IRAK2 autophosphorylation required for binding to RanBP2? If so, can the authors demonstrate this by using the phostag gel electrophoresis?

3\) The exact function of IRAK2 binding to ALYREF is a little confusing. Data shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} suggest that the only function of IRAK2 is to remove SRSF1 from binding to the target mRNAs (therefore CXCL1 and TNF mRNAs were efficiently exported to the cytosol in SRSF1 knockdown cells in the IRAK2-independent manner). However, in subsequent presentation the authors also conclude that IRAK2-ALYREF interaction facilitates the assembly of nuclear export complex on target chemokine/cytokine mRNAs. Is there any inconsistency here?

4\) In general, the RIP protocol used (low salt and without cross-linking) is sub-optimal. The lack of cross-linking means RNA and proteins re-association could easily occur post lysis, which, combined with the low-salt condition, means that some of the effects could be non-specific. Whilst it is not necessary for the authors to repeat all those experiments, such caveats regarding the RIP data should at least be noted and discussed in the text.

10.7554/eLife.29630.039

Author response

> Essential revisions:
>
> 1\) Throughout the study, the authors only examined 2-3 chemokine/cytokines that are known to have the SRSF1-binding sites in their 3\' UTR. To strengthen the finding and the mechanism proposed, the authors should include analysis of an IRAK2-independent or a constitutively expressed cytokine/chemokine mRNA, and provide negative control data for key experiments including those in [Figure 3G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

This is a very good suggestion. The expression of *Ctnnb1* (β-catenin), a known target of SRSF1, is not regulated by IRAK2. Thus, we have now included *Ctnnb1* as a negative control in the RIP experiments ([Figure 3G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The interactions of SRSF1/ALYREF with *Ctnnb1* mRNA were indeed not regulated by IRAK2 ([Figure 3G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We have revised the Results subsections "IRAK2 mediates nuclear export of mRNAs of inflammatory genes" and "IRAK2 mediates the recruitment of ALYREF nuclear export factor to the target mRNAs".

> 2\) IRAK2 kinase activity is required for its interaction with RanBP2 and subsequent sumoylation modification. Can the authors further elaborate on this? Is IRAK2 autophosphorylation required for binding to RanBP2? If so, can the authors demonstrate this by using the phostag gel electrophoresis?

We appreciate this point. It has been reported that LPS stimulation induces the phosphorylation of IRAK2 at S136 and T140 (Weintz et al., 2010). We found that mutation at these two phosphorylation sites (IRAK2 S136A/T140A double mutant) abolished LPS-induced interaction of IRAK2 with RanBP2 and its nuclear localization ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}), although the IRAK2 S136A/T140A double mutant still retained the interaction with importin-β. These findings suggest that the activation of IRAK2 may result in auto-phosphorylation at S136A and T140A, which in turn mediates the interaction with RanBP2. In support of this, it is indeed the modified form of IRAK2 was specifically co-immunoprecipitated by RanBP2 ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the phos-tag gel electrophoresis showed that the phosphorylated IRAK2 preferentially binds to RanBp2 ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}). We have revised the Results subsection" RanBP2-mediated IRAK2 sumoylation is required for its nuclear translocation".

> 3\) The exact function of IRAK2 binding to ALYREF is a little confusing. Data shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} suggest that the only function of IRAK2 is to remove SRSF1 from binding to the target mRNAs (therefore CXCL1 and TNF mRNAs were efficiently exported to the cytosol in SRSF1 knockdown cells in the IRAK2-independent manner). However, in subsequent presentation the authors also conclude that IRAK2-ALYREF interaction facilitates the assembly of nuclear export complex on target chemokine/cytokine mRNAs. Is there any inconsistency here?

IRAK2 has two functions in the nucleus: mediating the removal of SRSF1 and facilitating the assembly of nuclear export machinery via its interaction with ALYREF. SRSF1 prevents mRNA nuclear export by binding to the target mRNAs. IRAK2 phosphorylates SRSF1 in the nucleus, promoting the dissociation of SRSF1 from the target mRNAs ([Figure 3E-G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, IRAK2 mediates the recruitment of nuclear export complex (Nxf1) to the target mRNAs through the interaction with ALYREF ([Figure 4B-D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5A-D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Based on these results, we proposed that the IRAK2-mediated dissociation of SRSF1 from the target mRNAs is required for the subsequent IRAK2-dependent recruitment of ALYREF/Nxf1 complex. In support of this, the interaction of IRAK2 to SRSF1 and to ALYREF are mutually exclusive ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

> 4\) In general, the RIP protocol used (low salt and without cross-linking) is sub-optimal. The lack of cross-linking means RNA and proteins re-association could easily occur post lysis, which, combined with the low-salt condition, means that some of the effects could be non-specific. Whilst it is not necessary for the authors to repeat all those experiments, such caveats regarding the RIP data should at least be noted and discussed in the text.

We appreciate the reviewers' comments on this point. We have now repeated the key experiments using cross-linking method and data are included as supplemental data ([Figure 3---figure supplement 4](#fig3s4){ref-type="fig"}; and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}).

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
